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Isotopes:- The number of neutrons in an atom can vary within small 

limits. For example, there are three kinds of carbon atom 12C, 13C and 

14C. They all have the same number of protons, but the number of 

neutrons varies. protons                        

protons       neutrons           mass number                      

carbon-12                      6            6                         12   

carbon-13                      6            7                         13   

carbon-14                      6            8                         14  

These different atoms of carbon are called isotopes. Isotopes are atoms 

which have the same atomic number but different mass numbers. They 

have the same number of protons but different numbers of neutrons . 





Quantum Numbers :   

The relation of a particular electron to the nucleus can be described 

through a series of four numbers, called the Quantum Numbers. The 

first three of these numbers describe the energy (Principle quantum 

number), shape (Angular momentum quantum number), and orientation 

of the orbital (magnetic quantum number). The fourth number 

represents the "spin" of the electron (spin quantum number). 





















1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 4s, 3d, 4p, 5s, 4d, 5p, 6s, 4f, 5d, 6p, 7s, 5f, 6d, and 7p 





Periodic table arrengment

the quantum theory helps to explain the structure of the periodic table.

n - 1 indicates that the d subshell in period 4 actually starts at 3 (4 - 1 = 3).



Ionization: process of losing one or more e(s) by chemical or 

physical means.

↓

Positive ion (cation)

is distinctly different from Aufbau in at is based in 

physical reality.



Periodic Law:

Periodic table was suggested by Russian chemist 

Mandeleeff and German chemist Lother Meyer.

ey recorded data depend on periodic relationship based on 

 A.w. of elements.

But today it know at properties of elements r based on outer 

or valence shell electronic str. 

*There are 8 grp. Corresponding to fill s &p orbitals.     

having n = # of period 





Properties within a group of elements r generally the 

same . 

* the major differences include in quantitative.

Ionization energy: amount of energy to remove e from 

gaseous atom .

In period( raw) -------ionization energy increase wn move 

from left to right but it contrast in grp. It decrease with 

descending in grp.(w n increase)



*** Atomic radius:

* period--------decrease Atomic radius wn going from left to 

right(increase A.#, n value constant) .b more p in the nucleus -

-----higher electrical force pulls e(s) closer to nucleuse 



grp. -----------increase Atomic radius down the grp.or by 

increase n value( increase atomic #). b valence e(s) r at 

higher E. levels and not bonund as tightly to the nucleus 

b they r shield(pushed away) by other e(s) in inner levels.



Electronegativity: the ability of an atom in a molecule to 

attract shared e(s) to itself.

** any period -----------increase electronegativity  from left 

to right.

In grp.-------- decrease electronegativity from top to 

bottom. Except VIIIA(inert gas).

The most electronegative element is F and the least 

electronegative element is Francium (Fr)(IA). 



Table : Pauling electronegative scale




